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Every story of Quran can be related to our life. We have the best 

example in Quran and we can take inspiration from these stories. We 

need to be patient accepting and grateful. Allah will support you and 

you will be able to understand that everything is for a reason and you 

will see evidence and Allah Al Momin will support you.  

 

Musa was thrown in the sea by his mother Allah Al Momin gave her the 

support and sabr to do this. Learning is not memorizing the book or 

having information its understanding it and implementing it. The 

incident of Khizar happened after so long after he was nurtured and 

trained. Allah make him go through something to reach a level. Allah 

will show you the reality of the situation. When Allah brings something, 

He will bring with honor and He will for sure bring something better to 

upgrade your level. Even if there is a pause in your life it’s for some 

khair. You believe in the promise of Allah that He will do best for you. 

Allah subhanhu tala accommodates everybody. May Allah open our 

heart to remove any kinds of sorrow hardship and difficulty.  

No one can open your chest and heart to truth other than Allah. May 

Allah make us among those who are truthful and open our heart to 

reality.  



 

 

 



 

 

 

This Quran is your fuel, remedy, treatment and cure. Living with Allah 

is very important. Every second of my life is dedicated to Allah and He 

will guide my every action and movement. Allah will penetrate and guide 

you in every step because He is most powerful and He will not separate 

from you. He is the provider, sustainer and taking care of all of us. He 

will provide me and take care of me. Allah will appreciate your reliance 

on Him and your attachment to Him. He is the One who has impact on 

your life, He deserves your dedication, and this will make your life 

secure and peaceful. Nothing will be able to penetrate a strong 

fortress and being reliant on Allah will make you very strong. No virus 



no hackers will come into your system. No external factors will affect 

you and Allah will protect you from getting affected by these external 

factors. Any problem in this life whether that is big or small you will 

not be afraid because you will have support of Allah.  

Why are you getting afraid of viruses that we can’t even see? If you do 

not trust Allah then you will get afraid from anything. People will say 

it’s realistic and its happening what you are taking about. It is 

definitely happening, but will panicking about it prevent it? It will just 

destroy your peace. The people who trust Allah will feel secure in any 

case. They will not fear and live in distress.  

People usually make fun of these people but these people are in peace. 

This is not dreaming and sleeping its truth and more truth. Dunya is 

“Ghuroora” it’s a delusion and deception. Everything that you see 

around will perish that’s why it’s a deception and we are running after 

this perishable world. There is too much stress because of what is 

happening. But people who live with Allah are living a real life. There is 

no panic or stress. We don’t magnify the problems and diseases and 

every problem and disease will become small if you know Allah. We 

usually magnify things that don’t have any value and we live in fear of 

that.  

 

Living with Allah means you are attached to The One who will never 

disappoint you or discourage you and you associate yourself to Him and 

dedicate to Him. Allah is the One who never leaves you, knowing this 

makes you feel very strong, and it gives you strength that you cannot 

imagine and this is because they believe in Allah. You will not panic in 

any situation because you know the One I trust is the most Powerful 

One. No matter the full world is plotting against you for crushing you it 

will not affect you, as you will have internal strength for moving in this 



life. You will get confirmation from Allah Al Momin and you will gain 

confidence from Allah. Allah loves His name, Allah loves us to have a 

quality, and it should inspire us to be true believers. People should also 

feel secure from you. You must not harm people nor threaten them. Al 

Momin makes you to have this impact. Allah Al Momin is guiding us to 

make people around us to feel secure. Prophet said that the worst of 

people are those, from whom people are scared from because of the 

evilness of their tongue, hands, as they will poison your bones. A 

believer is not like this, you do not spread panic or distress amongst 

people. You do not want this. If you have believe in Allah Al Momin will 

automatically make you a secure person and you will spread security to 

others too. We can make our homes, children, money and house secure. 

We need to have internal security by having peace in our heart, brain 

and faith to be secured. Allah’s Name Al Momin will give security to 

your ibadah and your good deeds that you are doing. He will protect 

your deeds if you implement this Name. You feel sweetness of faith 

sometimes you ask Allah Ya Rabb please keep this sweetness security. 

Similarly when you feel like really crying on your sins and you ask Allah 

you then make duas that Ya Rabb please keep this feeling secure. Ask 

Allah to keep the most precious feelings secure.  Not only your blessing 

which are material rather your feeling to Allah and how you feel 

overwhelmed with His love ask Allah to keep it secure. You need ALLAH 

Al Momin at every step of your life. Take advantage of these feelings 

and ask Allah that secure this moment for you and appreciate these 

moments.  

Ism Allah Al Momin- we spoke about the meaning in language and its 

meaning with scholars. We also said that its meaning is Al Musadiq- the 

One who gives confirmation. Giving confirmation about your faith and 

your decisions. The Name Al Momin is from Musadiq, this shows 

confirmation is important. Allah will give you confirmation to feel more 



secured so they both are together and this confirmation is with 

evidence. These two are together. Who is the best one to give 

confirmation? Only Allah.  

 

 

Allah is the One granting security and He is giving confirmation. It will 

result in higher level of emaan and it will make me a person who is 

secured and does not fear or panic in situations.  

The best kind of confirmation is when Allah gives confirmation about 

Himself by Himself. Allah in surah Ahad has given His own confirmation 

Himself. Allah gives confirmation of Laa Ilaha ilala whether it’s with 

Quran or any other way. Allah will never disappoint you. This will result 

in security and peace. If for example a person makes a product then 

you try to sell it to people the best one to have confidence in that 

product is the owner. If someone is making false promises about their 

product then people will start having doubts and finally not buy the 

product anymore.  

Allah subhan Hu taala built a strong confirmation in the messengers 

that is why they lived their life accordingly and they lived in a way of 

confirmation of what they were preaching. He is the One (Laa ilaha 

ilala) Allah shows through Quran, messengers and different incidents in 

life Allah is confirming Himself. The best witness is Allah. Allah shows 

you through qadar (destiny) His different Names and His power.  

Al-Arabi said I recognize my Lord by intentions when it changes and my 

determination from yes to no I realized through this that actually 

Allah inspired this to me. Sometimes in my heart, I have determination 

about something that i will do this and suddenly you do not feel like 



doing it anymore. Allah is in control of actions and heart that is why 

Allah said there is no compulsion in Deen.  

What is Daleel of Allah’s existence? In life if you see footprints you 

will know someone passed from here for sure. This world is a 

confirmation of Allah existence. You will see that everyone entering 

Islam has a different story.  

Allah said that not only Allah confirms Himself also Allah confirms the 

truthfulness of the messengers, the followers and their actions. For 

example you know that people make fake calls from the Telecom 

Company and they say believe me and they want data. You will not 

believe them and ask for evidence with their identity. You cannot 

believe them unless they give you authority. You can know if they are 

true or fake through the number, they are calling. You need to see the 

evidence and then you believe.  

In Surah Hadid Allah mentions the truthful believers and the 

messnegers. This is Allah’s confirmation of them. Allah confirms the 

messengers through miracles that is something outstanding and 

extremely strange. Messengers have miracles or not? They have 

miracles for everything. These miracles are for people’s confirmation 

about these messengers.  

 

Musa- miracles of the stick, hand illuminating. It started when he 

confronted firaun. Allah changed it in a time when needed. Stick 

converts into snake to confirm he is messenger and he speaks truth. 

The miracles are a big support of the messenger. The magicians 

prostrated and believed in him. Musa (one strike) resulted in 12 paths. 

We need Allah to show us the path.  


